LPC Job Openings (Internship)

We are fast-growing innovators and scientists looking for talents to build revolutionary solutions for the construction industry.

JOIN US if you are …

- Enthusiastic
- Problem-solving
- Cooperative
- Innovative
- Pioneering

Software Developer (4 Trainee)

RESPONSIBILITIES -

- Enhance software/ web applications
- Design, code, system support, test and implement
- Design documentation and code management
- Bring innovative ideas to solve enterprise solutions/ smart city
- Technologies/ Research involved: AI/ML, Building Information Modelling (BIM), IoT, Blockchain, Cryptocurrency

REQUIREMENTS -

- Diploma or higher in Computer Science/ Computer Engineering/ Information Engineering/ FinTech or related field
- Knowledge in construction/ engineering/ BIM software (i.e. Autodesk) is advantaged
- Experiences in software developing, system engineering etc.
- Ability to work autonomously
- Good in written and spoken in English and Chinese
- Self-motivated learner, visionary thinker, cooperative teammate

SKILLS & EXPERIENCE -

- Data analysis and automation using programming language: Python/ R/ MatLab, etc
- Application development: web programming languages (PHP, HTML, etc)/ object-oriented programming/ JAVAscript/ CSS/ design patterns/ REST based applications/ database application/ SQL, etc
**BENEFITS -**

- Working with influential experts on computing science, A.I./ M.L., information management, and digitalisation solution for AEC
- Working on unprecedented BIM products for the construction industry which complies with international standards
- Opportunity to involve large-scale projects for career progression

**About LPC -**

With over a decade practical experience in the AECO industries in the UK, China and Hong Kong, LPC’s mission is to reshape the AEC ecosystem with revolutionary products using Building Information Modelling (BIM), GIS, A.I., IoT and Blockchain technologies.

Based on our R&D achievements, our unprecedented ISO-compliant products empower individuals, brands, and the industry for the new construction normal – digitalisation, standardisation, integration, and industrialisation. To equip for this, we established Hong Kong’s first BSI- and CIC-accredited training course to cultivate the digital talents in the Asia-Pacific with the state-of-art international BIM practices.

Founded by passionate HKU researchers, we are a member company of Incu-Tech Programme of HKSTP and the first innovation start-up of the University of Hong Kong's i5 BIM Research Laboratory that focuses on the cutting-edge technologies for smart assets.

Interested working with LPC?
Please send your CV to info@lpchku.com

Ms Rita Kwok

Administrative Officer
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Certified with BSI KITEMARK for BIM Software - 1st in the World.